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IN 2018?



But for a medium that is getting so many people excited, 
podcasts are significantly under-researched in the UK. 
Insights into this market have generally required us to 
look through red, white, and blue lenses (thanks to the 
sterling work conducted by US companies such as Edison 
into American consumers). 

While RAJAR has begun to prick out the contours of the 
British pod audience on this side of the Atlantic, there’s 
still plenty of details left to fill in.

Exploring podcast usage in the UK
So that’s what we set out to do in this research: to shed 
light on why pods are so well loved, how UK listeners are 
engaging with them, and – ultimately – how brands can 
best get involved in the action. 

Why should brands care about podcasts?

People love talking about podcasts
As a content development agency, we at Hook regularly 
speak with audiences up and down the country about the 
content that gets them excited – and podcasts come up 
again and again as a medium that does just that. 

For imaginative storytelling, curious subjects, and authentic 
tones podcasts tick all of the boxes – and audiences are 
eager to see how the medium can develop going forward.

Brands should be excited by this curious medium
Podcast listeners are a highly engaged bunch – and this is 
translating into their interactions with podcast ads. Midroll 
reports that US listeners have a high recall of brands 
advertised on pods, and 61% of those listeners claim that 
they have purchased something after hearing about it in 
their favourite podcast.

If this ‘new’ audio product can make Millennials go crazy 
about a new mattress, website host, or meal kit service just 
imagine what they can do for other brands’ offerings…

I do think brands gain something through using 
podcasts as their media. They feel more intimate, 
grounded and grassroots than other media 
platforms (perhaps it’s something about feeling like a 
personal conversation between the host and you), 
and I think that reflects well on brands.

Female, 25-34

What resulted was a fascinating, highly 
enjoyable romp through the podcast 
landscape – exploring all aspects of the 
medium in its current state and 
shedding light on how audiences want 
this content to develop in future. 



• Podcasts are a distinctly human-centric medium

• They enable high engagement at times when other 
media cannot

• Listening to pods is a highly individual experience 

• Great hosts make podcasts an intimate conversation 
between themselves and the listener

• Fans are excited by pods’ transition to TV, but they 
have some concerns

In short: What makes podcasts distinctive?



• Podcasts offer a powerful alternative to traditional 
advertising experiences

• Great ad campaigns tap into the human, 
trustworthy nature of the medium

• For media companies, branded podcasts are a 
welcome extension

• For non-media companies, there is scepticism… but 
listeners are open to being surprised

• Many users skip ads…  but it does take some work 
and messaging is still getting through

In short: Why are pods increasingly important for brands?



Our Social Intelligence Methodology uncovers resonant podcasts 
(and why listeners love them)

For this research, we used our unique Social Intelligence Methodology. 
Combining the power of artificial intelligence with the nuance of qualitative 
research, this process sheds light on the key components of successful 
podcasts, characteristics of the medium as a whole, and how big brands can 
operate most successfully in this space. 

Combining AI & Qualitative Research
In tandem with our data partner, Signify, we analysed over 1.5 million posts 
from social media users in the UK to understand how they are talking about 
podcasts, cataloguing the different ways that users described key pods 
online and extracting key characteristics for individual shows and the 
medium as a whole.

We took these findings into development workshops - speaking with 
podcast fans and audio tastemakers around the country to learn how they 
were engaging with the medium, what their content needs were in this 
space, and their expectations around advertising and brand sponsorship.

Our Social Intelligence Methodology offers a unique way 
to measure the resonant qualities of content & brand
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I’ll turn to podcasts when I’m seeking out 
advice, or when I’ve had a problem in my 
relationship… Podcasts are all about trust.

Male, 25-34



What makes
a good podcast?



Podcasts are a high engagement medium
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We saw one exception: A small subset of adult listeners choose to 
listen to podcasts as they drift off to sleep, using the soothing sounds 
of their favourite hosts’ voices as a soporific. This trend has sparked 
the creation of podcasts aimed squarely at these heavy-lidded 
listeners (such as Andrew Rea’s Bedtime with Babish).

Podcasts
LEAN

FORWARD

I’m finding these days that unless there’s 
something exceptional on TV I’d rather listen to 
a podcast. It engages my brain more than TV –
it’s less passive.

Female, 35-54



Listeners expect pods to take a 
stance and share their opinions. 

That doesn’t mean they won’t 
look at both sides of the 

argument, but it’s expected that 
they will be a bit biased

Top pods surprise – profiling niche subjects with depth and deftness

Alternative, niche 
topics

Not afraid to take a 
side

Deep dive into often 
obscure topics

Responsive and
topical

From your dad’s erotic literature 
to your favourite serial killers –
listeners believe that podcasts 

are natural spaces to 
explore edgy, niche topics in a 

positive way.

Podcasts have the space to 
deep-dive into stories and topics 

in a way that traditional media 
cannot. Case in point: Dan 

Carlin’s 5-part, 19-hour 
discussion of WWI…

Podcasts can quickly respond to 
developments in the world. 

Shows or talent offering daily 
roundups of the news or their 

reactions to big events are 
increasingly popular.

It feels like [podcasts] can talk about 
things that I haven’t really seen 

anywhere else. You can find anything on 
there!

[The host] would not accept her not 
answering the questions. He made her 
share her opinion. That’s what made 

it so good. 

I recently listened to a podcast that 
discussed fungi for half hour and it was 

enthralling!

Female, 35-54Female, 25-34 Male, 35-54 Male, 25-34
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Podcasts are on the bleeding edge of 
stories - current affairs podcasts offer 
far more depth and thoughtfulness.



Niche subjects become compelling narratives through 
personal, human storytelling

Even podcasts that deal with nominally non-human stories (e.g. Bitcoin, 
the judicial system, Brexit) work best when they provide a human 
context. Jon Ronson’s exploration of the very human impact of online 
pornography in The Butterfly Effect is a great example of this.

I think the [podcasts] I love have 
really good human stories at their 
heart, but surprising ones.

Female, 25-34

The pod combined many of the characteristics that 
listeners look for in their favourite podcasts all wrapped 
up in a surprising, human-centric story. 

Many listeners praised the emotional engagement 
between the podcaster Brian Reed and the protagonist 
John B McLemore. This connection imbued the story 
with empathy and transformed a tale about an 
eccentric, Southern man into something much more 
compelling.
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diverse
topics
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Surprising
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Highly 
bingeable

S-Town is considered the superlative 
example of human storytelling from the last 
6 months

Podcasts are a distinctly human-centric medium. 



Podcasts enable high engagement at times when 
other media cannot

Commuter Content
It’s not easy to read a newspaper when your hands are pinned to your sides 
in the rush hour crush. Nor is it simple (or particularly sane) to lose yourself 
in your favourite thriller when cycling through heavy traffic. 

Escaping Drudgery
Trawling through massive data sets in the office? Prepping dinner for the in-
laws? When individuals have chores to complete they will often throw on a 
podcast to give them something more interesting to think about.

Eye-Fatigue Free
I choose podcasts when I'm bored of listening to the same music on Spotify 

and my eyes are too tired to read, but I want a dose of information, inspiration, 
or entertainment. Female, 25-34

Active Lifestyles
Tired of your ‘Get Swole’ Spotify gym playlist? Want some sweet gains for 
your brains? Avid listeners will use podcasts to train their mind while 
simultaneously training the rest of their body as well.

I’ve been ruined by Netflix. I now expect 
to watch whatever I want, whenever 
I want to watch it. And I think I feel the 
same way about music and podcasts.

Female, 25-34

Podcasts are mobile, storage-friendly, and on-demand – opening up more 
time for listeners to engage with the content that gets them excited.



The Smart Speaker 
owners we spoke to 
aren’t using them to 

discover new 
podcasts.

They are currently 
getting the 

functionality they 
desire from cheaper 
Bluetooth speakers.

There is a slight 
distrust of the always-
listening technology 

(stronger among techy 
respondents).

Respondents are more 
excited by the ways 

smart speakers will let 
them play and discover 

music, not podcasts.

Listening to pods is a highly individual experience 
Listening to podcasts is mainly a solo experience. Users point to a few practical reasons for this:

Listeners’ tastes in niche subjects might not be shared by others.

On-going stories require sequential listening.

There are few opportunities for shared listening.

For this research, we looked at traditionally structured podcasts: Audio 
products designed specifically for smart speakers – such as Gimlet’s new 
Chompers, an interactive ‘podcast’/Alexa Skill designed to encourage kids to brush 
their teeth – may start to push the format to its limit, blurring the boundaries 
between traditional podcasts and an entirely new type of audio product.

While smart speakers may improve the solo listening experience in certain situations 
– e.g. in the kitchen, in bed, in the shower – they are not fundamentally changing the 
way audiences are consuming podcasts (at least not in their current form…)



Phillip SchofieldRoman MarsStacey DooleyScarlett MoffattRomesh Ranganathan Sarah KoenigElon MuskMark Kermode

The success of a podcast is inextricably tied to its host(s) 
Across the board, the best podcast hosts are expected to have:

A likeable and down-to-earth 
attitude An expertise in their field The ability to tell a great story A palatable voice

It’s simple: Podcast hosts need to be 
likeable. Spiky personalities or 
controversial figures aren’t as 

accepted by podcast fans. One of 
the biggest turnoffs for podcast fans 
is when a host has too much of an 

ego or just isn’t relatable.

As industry experts or super-fans, 
hosts are expected to open doors 

for listeners: they need to be willing 
to share their expertise in an area 

and let listeners into their worlds, or 
have the pull to bring on guests who 

can achieve this. 

Although journalistic pedigree is 
sometimes mentioned as an 

important factor for long-term 
podcast listeners, for most what’s 
key is the ability to construct an 

interesting, coherent story.

The undisputed king of podcast 
voices is Roman Mars, host of 99 

Percent Invisible (broadcasting from 
‘beautiful, downtown Oakland 

California’). Respondents think that 
Phillip Schofield might bring a 

similar vocal smoothness.

Podcast hosts don’t need ALL of these traits, but they do need one… 

It’s absolutely vital that hosts appear passionate about the subject they’re exploring – listeners only connect with podcasters who seem to share 
their hobbies & passions (however quirky they may be).



I’ll turn to podcasts when I’m 
seeking out advice, or when I’ve had 
a problem in my relationship… 
Podcasts are all about trust.

Female, 25-34

It’s intimate, hosts I've listened to for 
a long time feel like friends you drop 

into the pub with for a chat

Male, 25-34

Great hosts make podcasts an intimate conversation 
between themselves and the listener
Although podcasts can reach millions of people each week, many listeners describe the feeling of 
having the hosts speak directly to them or listening to an on-going conversation between friends.

It’s like having a range of smart 
friends who follow you around and 

speak about interesting things 
just to you.

Male, 25-34

This intimacy is translated into the way that listeners seek out new content:

ü Via word of mouth – whether that’s close friends or just fellow podcast fans

ü From favourite podcasters

ü Curated listicles – but only from known, trusted sources.

This intimacy leads to podcasts being seen as a very trustworthy medium



Meaningful banter is a speciality of podcasts and 
reinforces the intimacy of the medium

Banter reinforces the idea that listeners are participating 
in a conversation among trusted friends (instead of a 
faceless brand).

It also reflects the types of conversations audiences see 
in their own friend groups (particularly younger 
listeners) and makes podcasts feel more relatable.

The natural chat of the hosts of 3 Shots of Tequila was 
cited as a podcast that gets this right.

It’s just like some of the conversations 
me and my mates have sometimes. You 
start on one thing, and then you somehow 
end up somewhere else. It feels really 
comfortable.

Male, 25-34

Banter not waffle: While some banter is encouraged, it’s 
important that it is ultimately moving the narrative forward.

Speed listeners: Podcast users who listen at 1.5 times the normal 
speed are a small subset of the podcaster population. These 
listeners have a particularly low tolerance for banter.

But podcast makers need to tread a fine line
Podcasts are high engagement media, and audiences’ desire for banter needs to be 
viewed through this lens:



Favourite podcasts have potential to cross 
platform…
Podcasts like Pod Save America, 2 Dope Queens, and 
Lore (among many others) are heading to the small 
screen.

On the whole, fans of the shows are excited 
about new ways to consume their favourite 
content and believe that the involvement of known 
and loved production companies will strengthen 
their connections with the pods.

Human-centric, surprising content could make the jump
Viewers think that podcasts with surprising narratives at their hearts 
will best be able to make the jump: shows like S-Town, Dirty John, or 
even – on a non-serialised basis – Lore.

Big brand partners are expected to make quality content
While viewers aren’t expecting Game of Thrones level budgets, they 
do expect that studios like HBO or Amazon will be funnelling money 
into these programmes. This means the shows will look great!

Female, 25-34

[Pod Save America and 2 Dope 
Queens] are both with HBO which is a 
brilliant channel and produces excellent 
TV… Because HBO are distributing these 
two podcasts for me that's a great 
recommendation.



… but fans have their concerns as well

Male, 25-34

The reason I love podcasts is the organic 
nature of them - as soon as TV is involved it’s 
makeup, sets, talking to a camera which takes 
away from reality. There’s also a tendency to be 
over the top on TV and dumb things down for a 
broader audience.

Listeners are worried that some key elements of loved shows (and podcasts in general) will 
not translate well cross-platform.

There’s a fear that the depth will be lost 
It’s expensive to make a TV show – will podcasters have 
the time to explore issues in depth? Will they need to create 
content that pleases a wider audience? Fans aren’t so 
thrilled about that…

Intimacy on TV
Will TV programmes based on podcasts stop catering to an 
audience of one (me), in favour of developing a more 
mainstream mass sensibility? 

Backlog anxiety
Many listeners describe a ‘backlog anxiety’ – a sense of 
dread when podcasts start to pile up in their phones. Will 
the jump between mediums add just ANOTHER thing they 
have to keep up with?



How can brands 
more effectively 
use podcasts?



Podcasts offer a powerful alternative to 
traditional advertising experiences

*2017 Global Adblock Report, PageFair

Tracking Free
Savvy tech users also recognize that they aren’t being tracked the same way as 
with traditional digital ads – no cookies here!

16%
of UK internet users 
utilise ad blocker*

We live in the age of the ad blocker. Adoption of this tech has risen across the 
globe, exacerbated by Chrome’s recent push to block certain aggressive ad-forms 
through its browser. But ad-blockers don’t work on podcast ads. 

Beating Ad-Blocker

Playing with the paradigm
From an irreverent chat about ad copy, to lovingly made ‘docutisements’ – many 
listeners believe that podcasts are trying to do something different with their 
advertising. 

What’s nice about Pod Save America is that they take the mick out of the products 
or advertising script sometimes which really gets your attention… if I was living in the 
US I’d probably have a few of the products they advertise. Male, 25-34



Ad skipping is relatively easy – but it does take some work 
and messaging is getting through
Many users admit to skipping ads on podcasts. 

The 15 second skip button on iPhones makes it quite easy to jump around a 
podcast and miss annoying advertising breaks. 

Yet ad messaging is still getting through. There are a few reasons for this:

ü Skipping is an imprecise art

ü They’re otherwise occupied

ü Strong ad copy

Listeners are not fast enough with the skip and often hear 
the first few seconds of an ad.

Users’ hands are full, or their phone is on the other side of the 
room (particularly prevalent among Bluetooth speaker users).

Even serial ad-skippers report that they sometimes get sucked 
in by well-crafted, entertaining ad copy.



Done well, podcast ad campaigns tap into the 
human, trustworthy nature of the medium

Listeners note a positive association with podcasts
Podcast fans think more fondly of brands that advertise on podcasts. As a 
relatively new form of media, it feels that brands are helping podcasts grow. This 
brand lift is inversely proportional to the size of the brand: the smaller the brand, the 
more positive are listeners’ associations.

The trust associated with podcasters can transfer to the products they endorse
The trust that listeners place in their favourite podcasts and hosts can be transferred 
to the products advertised on their programme. Host-read ads are thought to have a 
tinge of personal suggestion over professional endorsement.

Human issues and complementary talent/media have cut through
Podcast ads work particularly well when tied to distinctly human issues (e.g. 
matched donations for natural disasters, telling personal stories about workers in the 
brand’s factory) or when profiling complementary media and personalities (new 
podcasts, new books). 

Male, 25-34

Over other forms of media, 
I associate liking podcasts with part of 
my identity - probably because I think 
they are less "mainstream". This means 
I feel slightly positively about companies 
who chose to advertise on them.

Female, 25-34

If [podcasters] come across as 
genuinely interested and a fan of the 
product then it can be quite powerful. 
I think these are probably more 
powerful than more formal ads.

Male, 25-34

I discover almost all of my new 
podcasts through recommendations on 
other podcasts I listen to.



Strong ads don’t interrupt the flow of podcasts
Podcast ads have real potential to build strong relationships with listeners (just ask an avid Pod Save 
America fan about their thoughts on the Cash App). But in such an intimate listening experience,           
an off-key ad really stands out. To avoid this, listeners believe that:

Ads shouldn’t be tonally jarring
Moving from a sombre reflection on a cold case file to an upbeat assessment of 
new, vibrating toothbrushes disrupts the flow of the podcast. Where possible, 
listeners want ads to respect the tone of the podcasts in which they appear. 

Ads on the Economist and the 
Guardian break me out of their 
shows’ bubbles, change tone 
significantly and break the illusion of 
a chat with friends.

Female, 25-34

The quality of the ad should match the quality of the pod
An ad that feels of inferior quality to the rest of the podcast is judged 
particularly harshly by listeners. While ad-lib banter about a product may be 
perfect for a chat show, it’s less of a fit with a more polished pod. 

Ads need to remain relevant and purpose-built
The novelty of host-read ads is a strong suit of the medium, as it allows 
podcasters to tweak their copy and create relevant ads that feel bespoke to the 
show. But host-read ads have a much shorter shelf-life than pre-recorded ads -
podcast listeners don’t like hearing these ads repeated.

Podcasts aren’t cookie cutter media products: the best ads recognize this and integrate 
individuality into their ad copy. When they get it right, they are rewarded.



For media companies, branded podcasts are a 
welcome (and, frankly, expected) extension

Fans of Dirty John were invited to sign up for the LA Times’ 
‘Essential California’ newsletter to learn when new 
podcasts became available.

21,000 subscribers signed up to the newsletter in the 
launch week (a 5x growth).

70% remained subscribed to the newsletter after the 
podcast concluded, offering conversion opportunities.*

*“How The Los Angeles Times used hit podcast ‘Dirty John’ to drive newsletter sign-ups”, Digiday

Female, 35-54

I like podcasts by the New York Times 
and New Yorker because they are media 
brands I respect and I presume their 
podcasts will be of good quality… I also 
think that if new media brands like 
Amazon were to be associated with 
podcasts I would seek them out as well.

ü Content and stories are media brands’ stock and trade –
podcasts are a compelling new way of telling stories.

ü Big media brands come with a stamp of quality (in terms of 
production and storytelling).

ü Listeners don’t expect ulterior motives from media brands.

Opportunities for media brands lie beyond pure content awareness: 

There are a number of reasons that listeners supported media branded podcasts:



For non-media companies, there is more scepticism…
Younger respondents in particular, having been saturated in content marketing for 
most of their lives, are not immediately trusting of non-media branded podcasts:

û They find it hard to escape the feeling that anything created by brands is just 
another kind of content marketing.

û Faceless brands aren’t thought of as natural partners for intimate, human media 
products.

û Big brands can feel out of place in the ‘craft’ world of podcasts.

When big brands turn up it feels more intrusive. Like you’re 
having a chat and your friend recommends a cool new app and 
then Instagram turns up and starts shouting about theirs.

If it feels more like content marketing, I think the podcast 
might not be as good. This is because the podcast isn't just 
created to entertain but also for marketing purposes so I'd 
worry the editorial quality may be somewhat compromised.

Male, 25-34

Male, 25-34

This may be different in the B2B world of podcasts: for this research, we looked primarily at B2C 
content – podcasts in the B2B arena offer a fruitful area to be explored in future research.



… but listeners are open to being surprised by brands

Focusing on parts over the whole
Intimacy can’t be created at the brand level. Listeners think that brands should focus on 
one (distinctly human) element of the business when thinking of suitable subjects for 
branded podcasts.

Getting comfortable with brand ‘roughness’
Big brands are often thought as ‘slick’ and PR-ed. This is the antithesis of podcasts. Listeners 
want brands to put creative control into the hands of trusted podcast creators. The 
resulting message may not appeal to as wide an audience, but it will be infinitely more 
honest, intimate, and human for this podcast audience.

Expanding brand associations

Gimlet’s partnerships with brands were raised multiple times in the research, and the 
podcasts they produced were often spoken of as examples of content that positively 
impacted featured brands. Obviously, companies are keen to get involved: Gimlet media 
announced that more than half of its ad revenue in 2017 came from brand advertisers             
– a growth of 134% compared with 2016.*

One worry for production companies: While many listeners think branded podcasts 
give the brands a lift, there was a concern that this content strand had negatively 
affected perceptions of Gimlet (making it feel too corporate).

*‘Alexa, How Can Podcasters Make Money From Voice Assistants?’, Wall Street Journal 

To succeed, brand sponsorship needs to tap into the honesty and intimacy of the podcast 
format. This can be achieved by:

Male, 25-34

I thought of Grindr as just a dating app -
not as a lifestyle brand. So the podcast made 
me think of Grindr as a business that is 
trying to get the conversation going about 
gay sexual health and culture - which can 
only be a good thing.
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A N Y  Q U E S T I O N S ?
Hook Research is a London based content development specialist and market research agency. We are proud to provide 

consumer insights and brand strategy to some of the biggest organisations across media, youth, and entertainment.

From our home in the vibrant borough of Brixton, in the heart of London, we provide expert guidance to media, youth, 

and entertainment brands all over the world. Using a combination of traditional and cutting-edge techniques, we’ve helped 

create BAFTA-winning programming, lucrative merchandising models, and innovative content strategies.

If you have any questions about our work, feel free to get in touch. We’d love to have a chat about how your brand can 

best get involved with podcasts!

With thanks to the LA Times and our data partner Signify for their help with this research.


